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Minutes - Meeting of the Full Governing Board held at St Blaise School on 
Tuesday 15th November 2022 at 4pm 

 

 
 

Present: 
Ruth Leach (RL) (Headteacher) 
Linda Shatford (LS) (Chair) (Co-opted) 
Karen Green (KG) (Staff) 
Jane Robinson (JR) (Foundation) 
Fiona Morgan (FM) (Co-opted) 
Philip Sutton (PS) (Foundation) (from 16.08) 
Crispin George (CG) Local Authority) (from 16.05) 
James McCarthy-Vivian (JMV) (Parent) 
Gill Brook (Clerk) 
 
In Attendance – N/A 
 
The meeting was quorate (min 50% governors in post) 

Apologies for absence: 
Jeenash Mistry (JM) (Vice Chair) (Co-opted) 
Claire Hammond (CH) (Parent) 
Tim McGrath (TM) (Associate Member) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The meeting was chaired by Linda Shatford 
Minutes by Gill Brook 
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Item 
No 

Topic Details Action 

1. Welcome, Opening Prayer and 
Reflection 

LS welcomed JMV (and later CG) to the governing board. She said she would endeavour to 
explain documents and encouraged them to ask questions 
JR invited governors to join with her and say the school prayer, which was written by the children. 

Together we love and respect. We are creative, we are determined, we are confident, we are kind. 

Reflection on our values: FM commented that she had been impressed on her visit to Early Years 
with the free flow learning inside and outside, giving a lovely calm feel to the class. 
The new ‘School Video’ was shared and was really appreciated. 

 

2 

Joint
main 
Item 

Item from agenda number 7 Learning & Teaching 
Clare Kirkham made a presentation on science with emphasis on being awarded the Science Mark 
‘Gilt’ (out of the options of basic / gilt / outreach). Covid had got in the way of aiming for ‘outreach’ 
because it wasn’t possible to be out and about. She submitted the portfolio evidence around the 
visions and principles for science, providing practical evidence it was taking place, including: 
quotes from teachers, children and parents; engagement with the wider community; and looking at 
schemes of work. 
 
She explained the concept of ‘floor books’ (collective class work in a large ‘scrap’ book) which have 
also been adopted in RE, Early Years and Art, with other schools wanting to see St Blaise’s 
approach. Children can add to them before the learning, and then again after the learning, to 
demonstrate their progress. Lessons are adapted depending on what the children already know. 
Children enjoy talking about science using the floor book as a tool to remember. 
 
The more able children are challenged through open-ended investigations. St Blaise has been 
helped by Abingdon School who provide equipment and the opportunity to access labs. Scientists 
in the modern world are being acknowledged by naming house teams after them. The children are 
aware of the 5 different types of enquiry to assist their learning, but this is an area for development. 
This award lasts for 3 years. It was a huge amount of work to produce the portfolio evidence. 
 
Question LS: was the time spent on the presentation for the award worth it? Did it impact of 
learning and teaching? 
Answer CK: it focused everyone and was a constant reminder to find the evidence and keep 
science at a high profile. The enquiry skills are not only important in science but can also be 
applied to other subjects and to life in general. 
 
LS & RL thanked CK for the presentation and congratulated her on gaining the award. 
 
Question FM: with such a practical approach is there no writing? 
Answer CK: writing about the science (e.g. an information report) is done within an English lesson. 
Question JMV: what is the point of this and how long have you had the award? 
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Answer CK: The award shows we teach to a high standard and in a different way. We’ve had the 
award for about 6 years. 
Question JMV: have you always taught like this? 
Answer RL: CK has had this approach and ‘educated’ everyone. 
Question CG: as we are so close to the Oxfordshire Science hub, can we collaborate locally?  
Answer CK: it was difficult because of Covid but it would be good to work with RAL, Culham etc on 
e.g. space days, atom days and see science in real life. 
 
LS summarised: this style of teaching is embedded across the school. It’s taken a lot of hard work 
but it has impacted the curriculum positively. 

3. Urgent Additional Items  
 

None  

4. 1. Apologies for absence 
 

2. Declaration of interests 
 
3. Approval of minutes, 

previous FGB meeting 
 
4. Matters arising not 

elsewhere on the agenda 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Governor training update 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

1. TM, JM, CH 
 

2. None 
 
3. The minutes of the meeting of 11.10.22 were approved. 

 
 

4. Doc 4.4a Governors’ action log (for information) – noted. 
 
Changes to Child Protection and Safeguarding Policy: these amounted to LA personnel and 
contact details. The revised policy is now on Governor Hub - noted. 
 
Reappointment of PS & JR. LS reported that she had heard today that both have been re-
appointed, for a 4-year term, from 5.11.22 
ACTION Gill to update the website. 

 
5. Complaints Process, LS, 6.10.22 (see report under 8. Chair’s Report) 

Exclusions, LS, 1.11.22 (see report under 6.i Safeguarding) 
Personnel/Employment Matters, LS, 3.11.22 (see report under 8. Chair’s Report) 
Designated Safeguarding Lead, Level 3, FM, 31.10.22 - noted 
Child protection for school governors, TM, 3.11.22 - noted 
 
Question JR: should Governor Briefings be included? 
Answer LS: yes, as it demonstrates that a governor has kept up to date (which is part of the 
Competency Framework)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gill 
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6. Any other governor business  
 

6. Doc 4.6a Gov Visit Open Classrooms 2.11.22 - noted 
Doc 4.6b Gov Visit, SVM (PE & Sports), JM, 14.10.22 - noted 
Doc 4.6c Gov Visit, SVM (Writing), JR, 20.10.22 – noted with extra comment that Jade, RL and 
CK will meet this week to discuss phonics. 
Doc 4.6d Gov Visit, SVM (Early Years Maths), FM, 10.11.22 – noted 
 
LS was pleased to see so many visit/monitoring reports, contributing to governors’ 
understanding of the curriculum. 

5. 
 

Headteacher’s reports - as per 
schedule 

 

Headteacher: 
Doc 5a SIP (School Improvement Partner) Sarah Nisbett Visit Report – noted.  RL reported she 
had had a full day’s visit from her, useful now we are in the ‘Ofsted window’ to check we are still a 
‘good’ school. Her job was to look at all the Ofsted areas. Her report about the school was very 
positive based on informal discussions, book looks, learning walks and chats with staff. The SIP 
commented on the nurture/care/love/kindness shown to children; that we have a full governing 
board; and have succession planning in place. There are elements which could be judged 
‘outstanding’ at our next inspection. 
 
Question JMV: Why can’t Early Years be ‘outstanding’? 
Answer RL: data is used at the end of each section of a child’s school life. There are national data 
points. The school has to be ‘outstanding’ in learning and teaching to get it in leadership and 
management and other areas.  
 
Question FM: are judgements based on attainment as well as progress? 
Answer RL: it is both. Progress has always been good even if attainment has been slightly lower 
than nationally. Data is missing at the end of Y2 for some year groups due to Covid. EYFS data is 
reported to the Local Authority, but we now won’t see the results until the children reach Y6 at 
which point we will see progress across their time in school.  
 
Question JMV: when do you expect a full inspection? 
Answer RL: we’ve just moved into the Ofsted window, but they are 3 or 4 terms behind, so we 
expect it around the end of the summer. 
   
Doc 5b ODBE (Oxford Diocese Board of Education) Andy Higgs Visit Report (RL) – noted.  RL 
added that as a church school we have to have an ODBE visit. Andy Higgs is just getting to know 
us as his predecessor has recently retired. We do not receive any judgements or suggestions. He’ll 
come back again later in the year. He’s already taken some ideas back to his own school which is 
similar demographically to St Blaise. 
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Update on After School Club Provision. RL: is struggling with staffing. There was a discussion 
about a possible new member of staff who will work on a trial basis. There is also the possibility of 
employing a private provider to reduce the risk of burden on teachers when someone is off sick. 
The question of space will become an issue when all rooms are needed as classrooms. RL 
explained the way the school will progress with one and two-class forms to expand at a rate that is 
financially viable. 

6. 

Joint
main 
Item  

Safeguarding, Attendance, 
Health & Safety and GDPR 

Lead Governors: safeguarding: FM/CH 
Lead governors: H&S (premises) JM/TM 
Lead Governor: GDPR LS 

i. Safeguarding & any reported incidents incl. bullying & racism 

Doc 6.i.a Annual Safeguarding Audit Response 2021-22 - noted 
Doc 6.i.b Safeguarding Action Plan - noted 
Doc 6.i.c Gov Visit, Safeguarding Audit, FM, 4.10.22 / 13.10.22 - noted 
Doc 6.i.d Gov Visit, Safeguarding, FM, 1 & 2.11.22 - noted 
 
Doc 6.1.a.FM explained you feed in information about school, and then from that the form 
produces action points e.g. last year we needed to show the evidence of training. It is a very useful 
exercise. 
 
Comment JR: surprised by what needs work 
Reply FM: because we’re honest, it shows up actions. The evidence needs to be at hand. None of 
the actions are serious. 
RL: Oxfordshire Safeguarding Children’s Board (OSCB) will audit these. They will then look at 25% 
in depth. St Blaise had a full 4.5 hour thorough safeguarding review today looking at all the folders, 
the recruitment records and site security. 
Question FM: what were the main action points? 
Answer RL: reported on the points to be improved; one being the way information is recorded in 
family groups, which has implications when information is shared. 
 
LS congratulated RL for having all this evidence available. 
 
Doc 6.i.e Governor Training Report Suspension and Exclusion LS (Point to note) – in our small 
school, with Ruth as the DSL making the decision to suspend a child, an additional DSL must be 
consulted.  
 
ii. Attendance 

Doc 6.ii term 1a report (RL) – noted. These statistics look worse when a small number of 
children are frequently absent (illness, holidays). 
 

iii. Health & Safety 

Doc 6.iii.a Term 1a report - noted 
Doc 6.iii.b Accessibility Policy and Plan - approved 
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iv. GDPR  
Doc 6.iv.a Gov visit report, 31.10.22, LS - noted 
Doc 6.iv.b GDPR Action Plan - noted 
Doc 6.iv.c GDPR Policy (updated) - noted 
Doc 6.iv.d Privacy notices (x 4 – parents/carers, staff, job applicants, governors) - noted 

7. 

 

Lead   
Governor updates  
 
Learning and Teaching: LS/CH 
Inclusion: LS/FM 
Finance: FM/LS 
Staffing: JR/FM  
Community: CH/TM  
Premises: JM/TM  
SIAMS: PS/JR 
Wellbeing: PS/KG  
 

Learning & Teaching Presentation Clare Kirkham: Science teaching at St Blaise (relates to SVM 
target 1c). See point 2 above. 
 
Staffing  
Doc 7a Meeting report LS 18.10.22 – Pay Panel (includes a proposal) – LS explained the 
headteacher pay range points, known as the Indicative Salary Range, needs to be changed.  RL is 
at the top of the range so she cannot progress. This is permitted as the number of pupils on roll 
has increased significantly and there are more staff to manage and more EHCP pupils. The 
proposal is to change the range so headteacher progression can occur. It’s up to the appraisal 
group to recommend any subsequent pay award The proposal was agreed with a small check 
needed on the information provided. [NB post-meeting note: the Indicative Salary Range is 11-18, 
not 6-18]  
 
Doc 7b Visit Report Interviews JR 5.10.22 - noted 
 
Finance 
Doc 7c Visit Report FM 2.11.22 – noted. FM mentioned the new pay rises for staff and support staff 
that are being recommended and will probably go ahead. Are staff aware? She asked RL to inform 
staff and support staff these pay rises are likely to come through in the December salary. 
ACTION RL 
 
Question PS: how will these pay rises affect the budget? 
Answer FM: negatively. The previous carry forward of £24,000 has now been used up because we 
anticipate not being given additional funding.  
 
Premises 
Up-date on asset management plan – progress report. Deferred to next meeting. 
Update on Modeshift StarsTravel Plan. Deferred to next meeting. 
 
Community 
Doc 7d Gov Visit Report, Website Audit, CH, 17.10.22 – noted. ACTION RL 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RL 
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Matter arising from September’s meeting: Update on Parental Survey and answer to question 
should any/all FGB meetings be open to parents? Deferred to next meeting. 
Doc 7e Revised Hall Hire Agreement. RL explained the background to this revision. Back-to-back 
bookings do not work as there is no time for clear up and set up. This creates an unacceptable 
load on CB as our caretaking staff member. CG offered to help CB with supervision. 
 
Question PS: are we compromised on safeguarding? What about introducing a non-returnable 
deposit? 
Answer RL: it is difficult to manage. 
Question PS: can photos be taken? 
CG offered to support Caroline by coming up when she is on her own  
 
LS summarised saying that a smaller group of interested governors could meet to discuss these 
points and further revise the hall agreement. ACTION RL to organise.  
 
LS closed the meeting at 18.05 as time had prevented finishing the agenda. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RL 

8. 

 

Chair’s report 
 

Chair – these items deferred 
Training aspect: Lead and Deputy Lead Governors: Governance Policy 
Doc 8a Learning and Teaching Guidance from Governance Policy amplified  
 
Doc 8b Meeting report Head/Chair LA Briefing  
Doc 8c Gov Training Record Complaints Process. LS 06.10.22 (Policy proposal) 
Doc 8d Complaints Policy for approval 
Doc 8e Gov Training Record Personnel/ Employment Matters 03.11.22  

 

9. Clerk Verbal update. Gill asked the new governors to provide her with ‘Meet the Governors’ information. 
ACTION CG and JMV. 

CG/JMV 

10. Policy review/approval Statutory Policies for approval – these items deferred 
Doc 10a Looked After Children Policy annual review – update only 
Doc 10b Early Career Teachers’ Policy annual review - update only  
Doc 10c Disciplinary Procedure 
Doc 10d Relationships & Sex Education Policy 
 
Non-statutory Policies for Information - these items deferred 
Doc 10e Code of Conduct for Staff – this has been completely revised  
Doc 10f Confidentiality Policy (Note section for Governors to sign - propose adding to Gov Hub 
confirmations) 
Doc 10g Antibullying, Harassment & Discrimination Policy 
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Gill/16.11.22 

Approved 17.1.23 
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No 

Topic Details Action 

The following non-statutory policies have been updated and may be found on: 
Governor Hub – 10. Policies 
Doc 10h Whistleblowing policy 
Doc 10i After School Club  
Doc 10j Breakfast Club  
Doc 10k Positive Handling  
Doc 10l Over 70’s  
Doc 10m Emergency & Special Leave 

11. Items to be agreed for next 
meeting 

 

Headteacher  
Monitoring, learning and teaching report 
Learning & Teaching  
ASP Report/ discussion (Analyse School Performance - pupil progress and attainment against 
national) – any significant additional data/ information  
SVM report on a specific target or other curricular aspect (staff member) 
Inclusion 
Termly Report on meeting with SENCO-SEND/PP/Catch-up and other vulnerable groups provision 
Wellbeing 
Working hours audit and stress & wellbeing surveys 
Finance 
Ensure pay panel has made/confirmed pay decisions on all teachers and issued salary letters if 
possible. 
Premises 
Health & Safety Walk & Inspection readiness 
School Swimming Governors’ Checklist 
Community 
Report on links with Pupil Parliament 
Other 
(JM) Governor Training updated records and course promotion 

 

12. Any other business None  

13. Date of the next meeting Tuesday 13th December 2022 at 16.00 (apologies JM & TM)  

 Close The meeting closed at 18.05. LS thanked the governors for their input and apologised for the overly 
ambitious agenda.  

 

about:blank

